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INTRODUC'J;'ION
The purpose of this booklet is to provide a ready field reference for identification, sexing and aging of common game
species. It has purposely been kept in simplified form, presenting only those techniques which can commonly be applied in
the field and avoiding those which would require special equipment and skills. Untrained personnel should be given demonstrations of the techniques, and thereafter this reference should
serve as a reminder. It is not expected that the reference could
successfully be used without such demonstration. Certain of
the techniques such as cloaca! examination of waterfowl may
require considerable practice by the individual.
Not all the techniques presented have complete validity.
This is especially true where sex or age differences are quantitative. Where overlap may be considerable, as the case of squirrel mammae development and scrotal sac characteristics, the
techniques described have very limited application. The object
has been to present those techniques considered reliable enough
for data gathering by workers in the field. Often part of the
errors will average out in large series where mis-identification
is possible in both directions, but predominance of one of the
classes would limit this effect. Also, this situation obviously is
of no help in identification of the specimen.
Where several techniques are listed for a given character,
it is best to apply as many as possible of the criteria. Often
this procedure will clear up doubtful identifications.

GAME BIRDS
CHARACTERS APPLICABLE TO ALL SPECIES

SEX CHARACTERS
Gonads: Internal examination of the gonads of birds will

posi-

tively identify sex. The male has paired, bean-like testes, and
the female a single, irregular-shaped ovary, attached on the left
side, and usually with the follicles apparent. The follicles are
much more conspicuous as the breeding season is approached
and in those birds which have been through a breeding season.
(Fig. 2)

AGE CHARACTERS
Bursa of Fabricius: A pouch-like structure lying dorsal to the
caecum and opening into the cloaca. The bursa reaches maximum size as the juv~le matures, but then is resorbed during
the first winter. It persists in some individuals in depths up to
4 to 10 mm. in the larger birds, but only 1 to 2 mm. in smaller
game birds. Up to December greater depths identify birds of the
year. Birds as small as woodcock require cutting or tearing
for probe insertion,although with practice quail are rather ePsily
probed. A primary or tail feather shaft or a specially made
rounded-end metal rod may be used to probe the bursa. (Fig. 1)
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Fig. 1. Bursa of Fabricius. A. Relaxed vent. Note bursa! crescent
dorsal to intestinal opening. B. Cut-away dissection showing
bursa! pouch dCH"sol to intestine. (Jens von Sivers)
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Fig. 2. Internal dissection of gam<!t bird (pheasan\) showing location
and appearance of avian gonads. Note dorsal location. Male
has paired structures and female has single irreguiar-shaped
mass originating on left side. (Jens von Sivers)
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WATERFOWL

SEX CHARACTERS
Gonads: Same as for general character. (See Fig. 2)
Cloaca: Hold the bird belly up with the tail away, press and
work the fingers around the cloaca, and spread open (Fig. 3).
If the specimen is a male the penis will protrude. If a penis is
lacking, the specimen is a female. (Fig. 4)
Secondary Sex Characters: Plu:mage differences of males and
females often exist, but caution must be used on birds that may·
not be in full winter plumage. Juvenile and adult autumn plumages are more drab than the winter plumage. Additional sex
characters exist, but usually do not apply to all species of
waterfowl - bill markings, vermiculations, tracheal enlargemen~
etc. Many of these differerices are illustrated in the Waterfowl
ldPntification Guide (Mississippi Flyway Council, 1958). Table 1
gives average measurements on waterfowl by species and sex.
For i:iid in recognizing molt plumages, see Kortright (1943).

AGE: CHARACTERS
Bursa of Fabricius: Same as for general character, but much more
difficult to find in small ducks than in many other birds. May be
valid only into December. May also persist into second year in
geese and swans, and in ducks not breeding their first year.
(Figs. 1 and 4)
Cloaca: Hold as for sex examination. ln the juvenile the penis
i.s about the size of a heavy pencil lead, wormlike, unsheathed,
usually pink in coloration. In ar!ults the penis is sheathed, white
or grayish, large and blunt, and usually cork-screw in shape.
Note that in geese and swans and in those ducks that usually do
not breed until their second year, the juvenile penis persists into
the second fall, though it is somewhat enlarged, and thus does
not indic::ite a bird of the year. (Fig. 4)
Tail Feathers: Up until the time they are molted, the juvenile
tail feathers have a notched tip with or without the ,fowny precursor at the end of the shaft. This contrasts with the normally
contoured feather which appears as part of the winter plumage
Presence of the notch indicates a juvenile if one or more feathers
are notched, but absence after early September does not definitely indicate an adult. If the tip is entire, resort to bursa probing.
(Fig. 5)
Opening of the Oviduct (temale only): Conspicuous in adults as
a slit appearing in the left .cloacal wall, midway between the lip
of the cloaca and the opening of the gut, except that geese and
swans and other ducks not breeding in their first year may be imperforate. Otherwise, absence of the opening indicates a bird of
the year. (Fig. 4)
6

Fig. 3.
Position for holding bird for cloa•
cal examination.
To be used for
waterfowl and most
upland game birds.
(U.S. Fish & Wildl.
Serv,, 1956)

MALE

Fig. 4.
Waterfowl cloaca! structures. Top: Immature vent,
reloxe d. Note small penis
in male and prominent bursa!
opening dorsal to anus.
Bottom: Adult vent, relaxed.
Note large penis in male and
absence of bursal opening.
Oviduct opening in adult female is not shown.
(U.S. Fish & Wild I. Serv.,
1956)

IMMATURE

MALE

ADULT
Fig. 5.
Notched tail
feathers as found
in juvenile- waterfowl. Note interrupted contour of
tip. (U.S. Fish
& Wildl. Setv •• 1956)
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Table 1

AVERAGE WATERFOWL MEASUREMENTS*
Species

Length in Inches Wingspread in Inches
Male Female
Male Female

Weight in Lbs.&Oz.s,
Male Female

~bistling Swan

52

52

84

82

16-4

13-14

Common Canada Goose

37

35

69

64

9-3

7-14

Lesser Canada Goose

29

27

58

55

5-2

4-8

4-0

(29)

25

(50)

4-14

American Brant

24

(23)

(46)

(44)

3-3

2-6

V.bite-Fronted Goose

29

27

59

56

5-5

4-13

Lesser Snow Goose

29

28

58

57

5-5

4-11

Greater Snow Goose

32

30

60

58

7-7

6-2

Richardson's Goose

Blue Goose

28

28

(54)

(58)

5-5

4-14

Common Mallard

23

22

36

35

2-11

2-6

Black Duck

24

22

37

34

2-12

2-8

Gad wall

21

19

(35)

(33)

2-0

1-13

European Widgeon

19

18

(32)

(31)

1-9

1-6

American Widgeon
(Bald pate)

20

19

34

31

1-11

1-9-

American Pintail

27

22

35

33

2-2

1-13

Green-Winged Teal

15

14

24

22

0-13

0-12

Blue-Winged Teal

16

l.5

25

24

0-15

0-14

Shoveller

20

19

31

30

1-7

1-4

Wood Duck

19

18

28

28

1-8

1-2

Redhead

20

19

33

31

2-8

2-4

Ring-Necked Duck

17

16

28

2~

1-12

1-o

Canvas-Back

22

21

34

31

3-0

2-13

Greater 3caup

19

17

31

30

2-1

2-0

Lesser Scaup

17

16

29

27

1-14

1-12

American Golden-Eye

19

17

31

28

2-2

1-12

Buffle-Head

15

14

24

22

1-0

0-12

Old-Squaw

21

16

30

28

1-13

1-7

Ruddy Duck.

15

15

23

22

1-6

1-2
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Table 1 (Con't.)
Species

Length in Inches
Male Female

Wingspread in Inches Weight in Lbs. & Ozs.
Male Female
Male Female

White-Wini;p;ed 3coter

22

21

38

37

3-8

2-10

Surf Scoter

20

18

33

31

2-3

2-0

American Scoter

20

19

(33)

(32)

2-8

2-3

Hooded Merganser

18

17

26

25

1-8

1-4

American Merganser

26

23

37

34-

3-7

2-6

8ed-Breasted
Merganser

23

21

33

31

2-10

1-13

*Mapted from Kortright,

1943.

( ) Indicates less than 5 specimens measured.

(For further information on species identification, see
Mississippi Flyway Council's Wisconsin Waterfowl Identification
Guide; also plates in Peterson, 1947)
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WOODCOCK
SEX CHARACTERS
Gonads: Same as for general character. (See Fig. 2)
Length of Bill: Measurements by Greeley (1953) on Wisconsin
birds give length for males averaging 62 mm. and for females
averaging 68 mm. when measured from the base of the nostril to
the tip. Otlier data indicate a 16 per cent overlap, but apparently
Greeley had practically none.
Width of Primaries: Outer three primaries are wider in females
than in males. Make measurement 2 cm. from tip. The outermost
primary width averages 2.8 mm. in males and 3. 9 mm. in females.
Overlap is about 10 per cent. (Fig. 6)
Weight: October males average 169 g., females 210 g., but there
is considerable overlap in intermediates.

AGE CHARACTERS
Bursa of Fabricius: Same as for general character, but very difficult to execute without dissection. (~ee Fig. 1)
Oviduct Opening (females only): Difficult to examine for, but is
aoout 1 mm. in width in juveniles and 3 mm. in adults.

10

Fig. 6. Woodcock outer wing. Note narrow width of outer primaries
commencing at a point 2 cm. below the tip of the male bird,
as compared with the greater width in the female.
(Jens von Sivers, after Greeley, 1953)
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PHEASANT
SEX CHARACTERS
Gonads: Same as for general character. (See Fig. 2)
Spur: The spur is characteristically present in the male, thougn
a rudimentary spur may be present in some hens. This seldom
approaches the male size, however, but note that the spur may be
small in the male up to 14 weeks of age. (Fig. 7)
Plumage: Plumage differences of the sexes are well known, with
,iifferentiation commencing at 6 t0 7 weeks. The cheek-patch
pattern permits sexing of chicks as young as 1 day old, but this
requires considerable practice.

AGE CHARACTERS
Bursa of Fabricius: Sarne as for general charact~r. Works ideally
in the pheasant. Birds with depths under 6 mm. through December may be considered as adults. (See Fig. 1)
Spur Characteristics: The length of the spur as compared to its
diameter at the base is the best general criterion for recognizing
adult and juvenile spurs. This ratio is typically much higher in
the adult. It is difficult to determine an actual value for the
ratio since the two measurements are difficult to standardize,
but in the great majority of cases, the age distinction in the
field is easily made by visual appraisal. The age gauge which
depends on length of spur and leg thickness has come into disuse due to overlap of young and old birds. Other characteristics
often noted are that the juvenile spur is usually shorter (often
much shorter), is conical-shaped with a more uniform taper giving
a less drawn-out appearance, and may be lighter colored and
more blu.'lt. The adult often has a decreasing rate of taoer to the
spur giving a sharper, trimmer looking, though longer, spur and
it is often darker colored. (Fig. 7)
Molt of Post-Juvenile Primaries (Fig. 8): Commencing with the
inner-most primary as No. ! and progressing outward to the last
which is No. X, the approximate age at which these are replaced
by the first winter primaries are:

Latest Primary Dropped:
Age in Weeks:

12

X IX VIII VII VI V IV III II I
15 13½ 11½ 10

9 8 6½ 52/3 5 4

Fig. 7.
Pheasant spur.
Note short
length as compared to width
of base in juveni les as against
greater length as
compared to
width of base in
adult,
{Jens von Sivers)

Upper
Greo1er cover
primorl
\\ ~

uu~ui~~

~+
~

,tA~~,e.s

Fig. 8. Generalized upland game bird wing illustrating feather tracts
of wing. {D. R. Thompson)
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HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE

SEX OiARACTERS
Gonads: Same as for general character. (See Fig. 2)

Pluma~: Scapular feathers of the male have a darker appearance due to the presence of only a single median buff stripe,
while the female has a wider median stripe with the addition of
two to four buff crossbars. In addition to the shoulder feathers,
the same remarks apply to the median wing coverts. (Fig. 9)
The brown "borsesboe"pattern on the breast typical of males
cannot be depended upon to separate the sexes, except that if a
horseshoe is ab sent or white, the bird is a female. However,
some females have brown present. Usually the male has a bright
rust-colored bead, but thi,; cannot be relied upon.
These plumage characters develop with the post-juvenile
plumage which starts to come in after six weeks of age.

AGE CHARACTERS
l\ursa of Fabricius: Same as for general character. (See Fig. 1)
Condition of Ninth and Tenth Primaries: Since the juvenile primaries are retained in the first winter in the ninth and tenth
position (two outer-most), inspection for the retention of these
will inrHcate whether or not the specimen is a bird of the year.
These primaries are pointed in the juvenile condition as compared to a more rounded form in the adult, and in comparison
with the eighth primary, show substantially more wear an<l fading
in the juvenile. Only considerable experience and perhaps the
use of a magnifying glass will assure success with this method.

Molt of Post-Juvenile Primaries: •Commencing with the inner-most
primary as No. I anii progressing outward to No. VIII (IX and X
are held over-winter), the approximate age at which these are replaced by the first winter primaries is:
Latest Primary Dropped:
Age in Weeks:

14

X IX Vill
Ret'ai~ed'
one year

13

Vil VI

11

V iV lII II I

9 8

7

6

5 4

Fig, 9. Scapular feathers from Hungarian partridge. Note center
stripe in feather from male and barring on feather from
female. (Jen,. von Sivers, after McCabe and Hawkins, 1946)

BOBWHITE QUAIL

SEX CHARACTERS
Gonads: Same as for general character. (See Fig. 2)
Plumage: Sexual dimorphism of the bead region in particular is
conspicuous with the white eye stripe and white bib on the male,
while the female lacks a strong head pattern and the color is
pale yellow. These differentiations occur with development of
the post-juvenile plumage, though the whiteness of the male is
not strongly conspicuous until about 11 weeks.

AGE CHARACTERS
Bursa of Fabricius: Same as for general character. (See Fig. 1)
Tips af...Coverts; The tips of the greater upper primary coverts
(i.e. those of greatest size immediately in contact with the primaries and on the topside of the wing -- distinguish from the

15

feathers of the alula) have a buff or whitish tip, and this sometimes runs down the midrib slightly. The adult lacks this light
color, being =:t uniform pearly gray color. Occasionally there is a
slight appearance of a- light-colored edge in the adult, but this
appears to be more an optical effect rather than due to pigment.
(Hg. 10)
Molt of Post-Juvenile Primaries: Commencing with the inner-

most primary as No. I and progressing outward to No. VIII (IX
and X are held over-winter), the approximate age at which these
are' replaced by the first winter primaries is:
Latest Primary Oropped:
Age in Weeks:

X IX
..........-

Retained
one year

VIII
,

14112

VII VI

V IV III II I

l0% 9

8

7

6

5 4

Primaries: Since the young quail retains the outer two (IX and X)

pnmanes through the first winter, there are several possibilities
for taking advantage of this condition for age recognition. These
are strictly supplementary mf!thods, since the covert method normally suffices. Some authors use the roundness of these two outer feathers in fully molted birds to identify adults, since primaries
of juveniles are slightly more pointed at the tip. This requires
careful study. The same applies to comparison of wear on the
ninth and tenth as compared with the eighth primary tip. Finally,
an examination of the base of the primaries will often reveal
whether they were recently molted or not because of the persistence of a papery sheath. Thus, if the sheath is present at the
base of the eighth primary when full length, while none is present
on ~fo. IX or X, the bird obviously stopped molting with No. Vl!I
which defines it as a juvenile. If sheathing were present on X in
a full-winged bird, this would indicate an adult
When the post-breeding or post-juvenile molt (the summer
molt) of the wing primaries is still incomplete, adults are usually
easily recognized by the marked cocoa color of the outer unmolted primaries as compared with the grayness of the newlyreplaced primaries. In juveniles this change to a brown color is
far less conspicuous, since fading has only proceeded on these
outer primaries for about eight weeks. In completing the wing
molt, of course, the adult loses these faded primaries, while the
juvenile keeps the outer two into adulthood and up to the first
post-nuptial molt.

16

Primary
Coverts

JUVENILE

ADULT

Fig. 10. Outer wing of bobwhite quail. Note light-colored tip of primary covert in juvenile as compared to solid-colored tip in
adult bird, and how light color runs down center of shaft.
(Jens von Sivers)
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RUFFED GROUSE
SEX CHARACTERS
Gonads: Same as for general character. (See Fig 2)

Tail Length: Plucked central tail feathers (if fully developed) of
over 15.0 cm. (5 7/8 inches) are from males, and under this
length are from females. The error of identification is less than
one per cent. (Fig. 11)
Tail Band: If the terminal tail band is solid there is a 95 per
cent probability that the bird is a male, while if band in incomplete the probability is 95 per cent that it is a female. When intermediate in condition, the bird rnay be either sex, but more
often male than female. This intermediate pattern occurs in about
15 per cent of the cases. (Fig. 11)

AGE CHARACTERS
Bursa of Fabricius: Same as for general character. A bursa depth
of 5 mm. or less indicates bird is an adult, and over 5 mm. a
juvenile. Useful through November 15. (See J.'ig. 1)
Primary Contour: As outer-most primaries IX and X are retained
by juveniles through the first year, and these are more pointed in
the juvenile than in the adult, the contour of these indicates age.
Some practice is required to reliably detect this difference, but
it has been successfully applied by experienced workers with an
error of less than one per cent. Wear on the ninth as compared to
the eighth primary presumably would aid in this situation. Use of
a magnifier is indicated. (Fig. 12)

Molt of Post-Juvenile Primaries: Commencing with the inner-most
primary as No. I and progressing outward to No. VIII (IX arrd X
are retained over-winter), the age at which these are replaced by
the first winter primaries is as follows:
Latest Primary Dropped:
Age in Weeks:

18

X IX

Retained
one year

VIII

11

VII VI V

9

7½6

IV III II I

4

4

3

53/s"
(15cm)

MALE by LENGTH

F~MALE by LENGTH

Fig. 11. Central tai I feathers of ruffed grouse. Note greater length of
male feathers and varying completeness of band.
(Jens von Sivers)

JUVENILE
Fig. 12. Outer wing of ruffed grouse. Note rounded tips of outer two
primaries in adult compared to pointed tips in juvenile wing.
(Jens von Sivers)
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PRAIRIE CHICKEN

SEX CHARACTERS
Gonads: Same as for general character. (See Fig. 2)
Tail Pattern: All tail feathers have strong barring in female; male
may have up to eight of the central tail feathers barred or mottled,
but never the outer-most feathers. All have a narrow light-colored
tip. (Fig. 13)
Length of Neck Tufts: Length of tufts in place is 50 mm. or less
in hens, and over 50 mm. in cocks. This criterion, from unpublished data of F. and F. Hamerstrom, appears to have an overlap
of less than one per cent.

AGE CHARACTERS
Bursa of Fabricius: Same as for general character. Use 10 mm. to
separate young of year from adults in autumn. (See Fig. 1)
P.rimary Tip Condition: Due to retention of No. IX and X by juveniles through their first winter, a comparison of the amount of
wear on No. VIII and IX will identify young in case the contrast
is marked. If no apparen~ difference, then bird is an adult. Look
also for sheath remains at base of shaft of fully molted birds.
Sheathing on No. VIII but not IX and X indicates juvenile, while
sheathing on IX and X indicates adult. A hand lens should be
used for inspecting primary tip wear.
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Fig. 13. Prairie chicken tail. Note absence of barring in <>uter tail
feathers of male as compared with strong barring of all toil
feathers in female. (Jens von Sivers)
-
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S~RP-TAILEO GROUSE

SEX CHARACTERS
Gonads: Same as for general character. (See Fig.2)

Tail Pattern: I~ thei\ best development, the central tail feathE:rs

of males are hght Coolored with pigment stripe along each side
and with cross-barrtig only towards the distal end; hens have
cross-barring for ml\ch of the length of the central tail feathers
and generally appel\r darker than cock feathers. However, there
is a great deal of in,tergradation between these extreme patterns.
Also there may be ~mplete reversal of the pattern in two to three
per cent of the case ·s. (Fig. 14)

AGE CHARACTERS
Same as for prairi~ chicken (p. 20).
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Fig. 14. Sharp-tailed grouse tail. Note predominantly longitudinal
striping in male and cross-barring in female on central tail
feathers. Many intergrades may occur • s - text.
(Jens von Sivers)
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GAME MAMMALS
CHARACTERS APPLICABLE TO ALL SPECIES

SEX CHARACTERS
Genitalia: Structurally all game animals have sex-differentiated
genitalia that can be recognized externally, but with varying
ease. Certain species have the penis imbedded in the ventral
body wall and the opening externally appears similar to the urinogenital opening in the female. These characteristics are discussed under the individual species.

AGE CHARACTERS
There are no general age characteristics that can be used in the
field applicable to all species (see individual species).

WHITE -TAILED DEER

SEX CHARACTERS
Genitali•: Typical mammalian external genitalia.

Antlers: Present from early ,ummer into December on males,
rarely in females. Buck fawns normally do not have antlers projecting through the hair, but nonetheless they are always present
at least as "buttons" in the fall of the year.

AGE CHARACTERS
Dentition and Tooth Wear: Tooth wear in deer is closely connected with a?,e of the animal. This permits age estimation in
"!lost cases on the basis of tooth wear. Abridged descriptions of
these characteristics as they would be found for the various
a~es of deer during November are given with the illustrations.
(Fig. 15)
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5 Mos. or less

1st PERMANENT
MOLAR

//\

TEMPORARY

PINCERS

Milk incisors Including pincers firmly in place. Crest of flrst permanent molar
viaibls.

5thru

s Mos,

1st PERMANENT
MOLAR

/PINCERS

P enn-ent pincers erupting. First perm-ent molar fully erupted or nearly so.

2" d PERMANENT

7 Mos. or of der

MOLAR

I/\
~·

PERMANENT
PINCERS
Permmient pincers fully erupted. Creata of aecond molar visible.

Fig. 15. Tooth•wear criteria for ag!ng deer. (After Ch«les W. Schwartz)
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I Yr., 5Mos.
3 CUSPS

3 rd PERMANENT
MOLAR

Milk premolars flrmly in place, third premolar has three cusps (and is heavily
wom) as compared to bicuspid form of adult. Third permanent molar not
fullv erupted.

IYr•• 6Mos.
TEMPORARY
PREMOLARS

3 rd PERMANENT PREMOLAR

c.-

~

'

PERMANENT

PREMOLAR

Milk premolars loose or shed; partial eruption of permanent premolars with only
two cusps on third.

1Yr., 7Mos.
LAST CUSP of 3 rd MOLAR

\
..,,
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Permanent premolars fully erupted, usually white or much less pigmented than
permanent molars, with third premolar bicuspid. Last cusp of third molar
not fully erupted.

GENERAL ANATOMY of LOWER MOLAR

d

Lingual Cres
Dentin
Enom
lnfundib

Gum Line
THREE -QUARTERS
TOP VIEW

SIDE VIEW

2 1/2 Yrs.

r

((

FIRST MOLAR
THIRD MOLAR
'

-

.

/
A

Lingual crests of first molar sharp. with enamel extending above narrow dentine
of crest. Wear on erupting posterior cusp of third molar very alight, with
UtUe retraction of ~ line away uom cusp.

3Y2 Yrs.

FIRST MOLAR
THIRD MOLAR

,~

Lingual create of first molar blwited; dark dentine line as wide or wider thenamel bordering it. Posterior cusp of third molar worn to a definite cocavity on its occlusal surface.

4Y2 Yrs.

Lingual crests of first molar aimost wom away,_ Posterior cusp of third molar
wom so badly that outward aurface •lope• downward.
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, st and 2 nd MOLARS

No lingual crests on first and second molars, just rounded ridges. Crests no
longer stand above enamel around infundibulum. Dentine of lingual crests
of all molars wider than enamel bordering it.

sV2 Yrs.
PREMOLARS

1st MOLAR

Wear moderate on the first premolar, heavy on second and third. Infundibulum:
appears on first molar as fine line or chevron or may be absent. Small
triangular hole ls all that remains of infundlbulum on third premolar,

1V2 Yrs.
PREMOLARS

1st MOLAR
nd

rd

OLAR

..,,-First molar wom to within 2• 3 mm. of gums on outer sida and ,..5 mm. on
inner side. Second molar wom almost ■moot!\ and third wom to where
lingual creata are almost gona. Infundibulum gone from first molar, almost
a chevron or fine line in second molar, and
present in third premolar.

still

91/2 Yrs.
MOLARS

,.

AU

\

molar ■ and premolars reduced to 2• 3 mm. on outer slde and 4• 5 mm. on
inner side. Infundlbulum absent from third premolar and all molars.
T>entine exposure continuous or joined in cusps of all teeth.

9)7 years and older - Wear more extreme than precedinG pulp cavity may be
ezposed in some teeth.
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Fetal Aging by Length: The age of fetuses may be estimated by
determining the straight-line length in millimeters between the
crown and rump, or forehead and rump, whichever measurement is
the lon~e.st. The length-age correlations given below have been
compiled by Dahlberg and Guettinger (1956)
Length

Age in

Length

Age in

Length

Age in

Days

in mm.

Days

in mm.

Days

Length
in mm.

Age in

in mm.

20

40

140

83

260

118

380

154

30

45

150

86

270

121

390

157

40

so

160

88

280

124

400

161

Days

50

54

170

91

290

127

410

165

60

58

180

94

300

130

420

170

70

61

190

97

310

133

430

174

80

65

200

100

320

136

440

179

90

68

210

103

330

139

450

185

100

72

220

106

340

142

460

192

110

75

230

109

350

145

470

203

148

480

214

151

120

78

240

112

360

130

81

250

115

'.'l70

The Crown-Rump measurement is used untu a length of about
65 mm. It is taken from the top of the mesencephalon hump on the
head to the _posterior end of the body. The points of reference are
only fairly well defined. The Forehead-Rump measurements can
be taken accurately from the point of intersection of the coronal
am! sagittal sutures of the skull to the tuberosity of the ischiurn
(the most posterior bones of the pelvis).
A fetus is shaped like a fish hook before 60 days of age (use
C-R measurement), but like an adult after 60 days (use F-~
measurement). Eyelids form at 53-60 days. Mouth is open until
53-60 days; closed thereafter •. Black pigment appears on hoofs at
96-105 days. First hairs appear on cheeks and around eyes and
1110uth at 86-90 day~; hair covering is complete at 151-180 days.
Fawns are bom at 195-210 days; usually between 195-200 days.
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COTTONTAIL RABBIT

SEX CHARACTERS
Genitalia: By applying pressure before and behind the genital
opening with the thumb and forefinger, the penis or clitoris may
be erected or extruded. While similar in size, the penis erects
from basal sheaths in the manner of a small telescope and is
cylincrical and blunted with a small terminal opening. The clitoris has no sheath and is flattened posteriorly and sharp-pointed
with no opening. The vaginal orifice is occluded by a membrane
in the young female. Use of this character is dependent on experience with a series of rabbits.

AGE CHARACTERS
EpiphyseaJ Cartilage: In theproximal end of the humerus or upper
foreleg bone of young rabbits there is a cartilaginous plate lying
between the head of the bone and the shaft. This plate decreases
in thickness and disappears at about nine months of age. The
presence of the cartilage is easily detected by scraping the anterior surface of the bone at its upper end with a pocket knife.
The blade will catch in the cartilaginous plate between the bony
parts if the animal is less than nine months old. Above this age
the knife blade slides over the closed gap. Use until January 1.
Open gaps after this date will indicate young, of course, but
closed gaps will not necessarily indicate adults. (Fig. 16)

EPIPHYSIS

Fig. 16.
Humerus of
cottontai I rabbit.
Front view of
bone from left
foreleg. Note
cartilaginous
plate between
epiphysis and
shaft of bone in
the juvenile, and
its absence in the

CARTILAGE
SHAFT-

adult.
(Jens von Sivers)

ADULT

GRAY and FOX SQUIRREL

SEX CHARACTERS
Genitalia: Typical mammalian external genitalia, except that in

young males, testes may 'lot be descended into the scrotal sac.
Mammae: Present on females, except that in young females they

are very small and can only be found by separation of the belly
fur.

AGE CHARACTERS
In the juvenile female the mammae are small, white,
concealed by hair and completely undeveloped. In the adult the
teats are more developed and nearly always pigmented. They
have only a small amount of pigment in the fall if a spring litter
only was raised. If a fall litter was raised, the nipples are conspicuously black and are large and pendulant. They protrude
through the belly fur. (Fig. 17)
Mammae:

Genitalia: In the young males the testes may not have descended

into the scrotum and usually will be fur-covered and small. In
the adult male the scrotal sac is usually bare of fur and larger,
and heavily pigmented. However, these characters usually apply
in the early fall typically, and later in the year may show considerable intergrading and be unreliable. This is largely due to
the long breeding season compounded with the occurrence of
different-aged juveniles. Summer yearlings will still be undeveloped into February. (Fig. 18)
Epiphyseal Cartilage: As described for the cottontail rabbit, the
epiphyseal cartilage near the ends of the long bones disappears
as the animal matures. No extended study has been made of this
in squirrels except that it has been observed to hold in about
90 per cent of the cases in squirrels up to 11 months of age. If
the nine months limit were 1:lpplied as is recommended on cottontails, it is probable that these accuracy limits would be somewhat improved. The anterior surface at the upper end of the humerus or upper arm bone is -scraped with a small knife blade. The
blade will catch in the small cartilaginous gap if the squirrel is
a juvenile.
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Fig. 17.
Squirrel,
ventral as•
pect. Adult
female showing
conspicuous teats.
(Jens von Sivers,
after Allen, 1943)

~

\

SUMMER YEARLlf'JG-MALE
Fig. 18.
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OLD MALE

Squirrels, ventral aspect in late January. Note prominent
and bare enlarged scrotum in adult as compared with undeveloped yearling. Early-borne yearlings may resemble
adults. (Jens von Sivers after Allen, 1943)

Tail Pelage Characteristics(Studies in gray squirrel only): In
Juveniles there 1s a sparsity of appressed hairs along the ventral
surface of the tail bone, and there are two or three conspicuous
dark lines running along each side of the tail. This applies to
both sprin~ and summer-littered animals. In the adult the dark
lines are much more diffuse-or absent and the ventral surface of
the tail bone is completely masked by short appressed hairs.
This technique appears to be about 90 per cent accurate in the
fall hunting season. (r'i1t. 19)

ADULT

JUVENILE

Fig. 19. Tails of gray squirrel, ventral surface. Note absence of
hair on tai I bone and the dark bars conspicuous in the medial region of the tail of the juvenile. Tail bone is not exposed in adult squirrels and dark bars other than an the
margin are absent. (Jens von Sivers, after Sharp, 1958)
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RACCOON

SEX CHARACTERS
Genitalia: In the male raccoon the penis bone can be felt through
the belly skin anterior to the anus. The external urinogenital
opening is several inches anterior to the anus, while in the female the opening is not more than an inch from the anus.
Cased Pelts: In the cased pelt, males can be determined by the
presence of a rou~hened area near the middle of the belly which
marks the location of the urinogenital opening; it is absent in
the female. Females also have shrunken teats showing through
on the fleshy side of the pelt if there is not too much fat present
on the pelt. Males may have small teats showing in this fashion,
but they are much less conspicuous than in females. Non-parous
females may also have small teats.

AGE CHARACTERS
Canine Teeth: If the canine teeth show no wear and are under
10 mm. in length the animal is a juvenile.
Penis Bone: In the male, if the penis can be fully extruded
through the urinogenital opening upon application of pressure,
the specimen is an adult. The juvenile penis bone cannot be completely extruded in this manner in J ahuary, but by late February,
it often can. Usually in January it can be extruded only part way.
In the fall not even the tip of the juvenile bone can be so extruded.

In the fall and winter, adult females have long dark
teats, except that non-parous females may have non-pigmented
teats of intermediate size. Otherwise small t~ats in fall and
winter indicate a juvenile female.

Mammae:
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MUSKRAT

SEX CHARACTERS
External Genitalia: A ready means of sex identification, In both
the female and male the urinary protuberance is similar in external appearance; but when the male structure is grasped between the forefinger and thumb, the penis is rea:Hlv felt, and
stripping of the skin posteriorly easily exposes this organ

Nothing can be felt, nor can the skin be stripped back, when
the female urinary papilla is handled in a similar fashion. Immediately posterior to the papilla, a bare spot can be observed, which
may be covered by a thin membrane. This is the external opening
of the vagina. The perineum is also definitely shorter in the
female. ~5ee Fig. 20).ln young kits with a minimum of hair covering, the presence or absence of mammae may be used for sexing.
Only females will have visible nipples. This character cannot be
used after the animal is well furred out, but it is quite reliable in
very young rats.
Cased Pelts: Sexing can be accomplished from the flesh side of
cased pelts by checking for the presence or absence of teat
marks. Only female pelts will exhibit these marks. This criterion
is reliable and is particularly useful during the trapping season.

AGE CHARACTERS
Genitalia: The size of the penis is often used as a criterion of
age. If it slips from its sheath easily when the skin is forced
back, and if it appears about the diameter of a lead pencil, the
animal is probably an adult. In immature males, the penis is of a
visibly smaller diameter and requires more forcing to protrude it
from its sheath. This criterion should be used with caution, however, because by late fa)l large early-born animals are difficult
to distinguish from adults.

The presenceor absenceof a closed membraneover the vaginal opening is sometimes used to distinguish between adult and
immature females, thou~h its reliability is low. If the membrane
is complete and the opening closed, it is assumed that the rat is
immature and has not bred. If the membrane is torn the muskrat
is considered an adult which has previously bred. Lare;e immature
animals sometimes breed during their first summer, and some
adult rats may not breed or may r'egrow the membrane, thus giving
a false indication of age. (Fig. 20)
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Cased Pelts: Areas of growing hair are indicated on the flesh
side of the pelt hy the presence of dark pigmentation. In adult
rats this pigmentation takes the form of irregular, scattered, dark
areas (Fil?;. 21) while in the immature animals the dark growing
areas are more or less symmetrical and linear {Fig. 22). This
difference in pigmentation patterns is a relatively reliable criterion for distinguishing between animals of the year and adults.
However, its use is limited to the period before the latter part
of January. A.fter t.liis time, all pelts are becoming increasingly
white and prime, and patterns are hard to distinguish. In late
April hair growth commences once more, but now all animals
exhibit adult oattems.

Fig. 20. Muskrat genitalia. Note lack of perinea! hair and shortness
of perineum on juvenile female (1), and size differences of
penis of juvenile male (2) and adult male (3).
(From Dozier, 1942)

Fig. 21. Adult muskrat
pelt. Note irregular mottled pattern.
(Joseph Conrad)
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Fig. 22. Pelts of juvenile muskrats showing main c:lasses of patterns
found. Note that the dark-colored areas are linear and
symmetrical. (Arlyn F. Linde)
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BEAVER

SEX CHARACTERS
G~nitalia: In large males the penis bone can be felt throug~ the

belly skin, but may be missed in small beaver. A knife slit will
confirm its presence in dead beaver. It is also possible to confirm its presence by inserting a vaseline-coated forefinger into
the urinogenital opening just ventral to the opening, though again
it may be missed in small males because it is small and cartilaginous. Careful spreading of the vent with the forefingers will
reveal the presence of the large vaginal orifice in the female. In
the case of males do not mistake the oil glands and castor 1;lands
for testes. (H'igs. 23, 24)
Mammae: These are conspicuous on the female only during late

pregnancy and nursinf!; when four large teats are visible on the
breast. At other times they are inconspicuous.

AGE CHARACTERS
Size and Weight: During the first year of life, beaver kits very
seldom exceed 25 pounds live weight or 36 inches in length.
There are no other suitable age criteria known that are of sufficient accuracy for general use.
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MALE

Bladder
Testicle

1--..--Preputial cavity
maroln
.,_., ......._vestibular -Castor
gland cavity margin

FEMALE

Anus
Fig. 23. Beaver genitalia showing in the male the normal position of
the penis and testes in the vestibular-castor gland cavity,
< and in the female, the normal position af the uterus. Dis•
section is required to< positively identify these parts.
(George J. Knudsen)
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Abdomen

f

-------Urino-genitol
opening
Labia mojoro

0

O----f--1t1i--- Orifice

0

of
vestibular pouch
minora

._------Anus

•

Abdomen

1

Q
o

~
-- _.

.J

JUVENILE

Toil

Orifice of
vestibular pouch
Labia mojoro

------n.~--Urethrol orifice
Vaginal orifice
Labia minoro

=

"-----Anus

~

Toil

ADULT

t,

Fig. 24. Beaver genitalia showing the anal-urinogenital opening
stretch.,.-:! laterally, as by the forefingers. The various
oi,ifices are thereby revealed enabling determination of
sex; can be performed on live or dead beaver.
{Genrge J. Knudsen)
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OTTER

SEX CHARACTERS
Genitalia: Sex is readily determined in the otter by the presence
or absence of the farge penis bone that is easils feltbetween the
anus and the urinogenital opening in the male. In the female the
vagina is conspicuous. The urinogenital opening in the male is
well forward oh the belly, while the vaginal opening in the
female is just forward of the anus. (Fig. 25)
Mammae: Conspicuous during late pregnancy or while nursing in

females.

AGE CHARACTERS
No suitable age characteristics for general use are known.
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MALE

FEMALE

Fig. 25. Normal position of genitalia in male and female otter. Tne
presence of the penis is readily determined in the male otter
by palpation in the live or dead animal. (George J. Knudsen)
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